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194. (Amended) The currraicy evaluation device of claim [191] i2L wlierein the

second set of output receptacles consists of a single ou^ut receptacle.

I^MARKS

Claims 164-213 are currently pending. Claims 164-168. 188 and 201-213 have been

cancelled without prejudice and the Applicants reserve the right to pursue Uicse claims in another

application. Claims 169, 178-180, and 189-191 have been amended to independent claims by

incoipoiating all of the features of claim 164 therein. No other amendments have been made to

claims 169. 178-180. and 189-191. Claims 182 and 194 have been amended to correct a

typograplucal error m their respective depend^cies.

CONCLUSION

It is believed that entering this amendment does not require flirther search or

consideration, and no new matter is presented. Thus, acceptance and entry of this 312

Amendment is respectfully requested.

The Commissioner is hereby autiborized to charge deposit Account No, 10-0447 (47171-

00268USC1) for any fees inadvertently omitted, or for any fees which may be necessary now or

during the pendency of this application, except for the issue fee.

Respectfully submitted.

Pate: August 19, 2002

JENKENS & GILCHRIST, P.C.

225 West Washington Street

Suite 2600

Chicago, Illinois 60606

(312)425-3900

Attorney for Applicants
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Serial No. 09/607,019 (47171-002WUSC1)

r^^^
p

^r.r^\n^ »f rinims After Entry ofAiq^dmenf ITyidnr 3? TFA W-^ft?

169. (Amended) A currency evaluation device for receiving a stack of cujrency bills

and rapidly evaluating all the bUls in the stack, the device comprising:

an input receptacle adapted to receive a stack of biUs to be evaluated;

two or more output receptacles adapted to receive the bills after the bills have been

evaluated;

a Uansport mechanism adapted to transpon the bills, one at a time, from the input

receptacle to the output recepucles along a transport path;

a discriminating unit adapted to count and denominate the bills, the discriminating unit

including a detector positioned along the transport path between the input receptacle and the

output receptacles;

a processor programmed to determine whether the bills meet or fiul to meet a non-piece

count related criterion, the processor being programmed to cause the transport mechanism to halt

in rtsponse to a determination that a bill meets or feils to meet the criterion, a biU meeting or

failing to meet the criterion being termed a flagged bill, the processor being adapted to cause the

transport mechanism to halt with a flagged bill being positioned as the last biU in one of the

output receptacles; and

wherein bills whose denomination are determined by the discriminating unit are delivered

to a first set of one or more of the ou^ut receptacles and wherein bills whose denomination are

not detamined by the discriminating unft are directed to a second set of one or more ofthe output

receptacles, bills whose denomination are not detennined by the discriminating unit being termed

no call bills, the output receptacles ofthe second set being dififerert fimm the output receptacles of

the first set.

170. The cunency evaluation device of claim 169 wherein the second set of output

receptacles includes a receptacle designated as a no call output reee^itaele.
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171 . The currency evaluation device of claim 170 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt after a no call bill has been delivered to the no call output

receptacle.

172. The currency evaluation device of claim 171 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt with the no call bill being positioned at an identieable

location in the no call output receptacle.

173. The currency evaluation device of claim 172 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt with the no call bill being the last bill transported to the no

call output receptodc. wherein the criterion is the discriminating unit determining the

denomination of a bill and wherein a bill failing to meet the criterion of having its denomination

determined by the discriminating unit is a flagged bill.

174. The currency evaluation device of claim 170 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt before a no call bill has been delivered to the no caU output

receptacle.

175. The currency evaluation device of claim 174 wherdn the processor is ad^rted to

cause the transpon mechanism to hah vdth the no call bill being located at an identifiable location

within the transport mechanism.

176. The currency evaluation device of claim 169 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt after the no call bill has been delivered to an output

receptacle ofthe second set.

177. The currency evaluation device of claim 175 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt with the no call bill being positioned at an identifiable

location in an output receptacle ofthe second set.
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178. (Amended) A currency evaluation device for receiving a stack of currency bills

and rapidly evaluating all the bills in the stack, the device comprising:

an input receptacle adapted to receive a stack ofbills to be evaluated;

two or more output receptacles adapted to receive the bills after the bills have been

evahiated;

a transport mechanism adapted to transport the bills, one at a time, from the input

receptacle to the output receptacles along a transport path;

a discriminating unit adapted to count and denominate the bills» the discriminating unit

including a detector positioned along the transport path between the input receptacle and the

output receptacles;

a processor programmed to detennine whether the bills meet or fail to meet a non-piece

count related criterion, the processor being programmed to cause the transport mechanism to halt

in response to a determination that a bill meets or fwls to meet the criterion, a bill meeting or

failing to meet the criterion being termed a flagged bill, the processor being adapted to cause the

transport mechanism to halt with a fl^ed bill being positioned as the last bill in one of the

output receptacles; and

wherein a bill failing to have its denomination determined by the discriminating unit is

termed a no call bill, wherein the discriminating unit is further adapted to determine whether a

bill has a denomination other than a target denomination, a bill having a denomination other than

the target denomination being termed a stranger bill, and wherein the device is adapted to deliver

stranger bills to a first set of one or more of the output receptacles and deliver no call bills to a

second set of one or more ofthe output receptacles, the output receptacles ofthe second set being

difierent from the output receptacles ofthe first set.

179. (Amended) A currency evaluation device for receiving a stack of currency bills

and rapidly evaluating all the bills in the stack, the device comprising:

an input receptacle adapted to receive a stack ofbills to be evaluated;

two or more output receptacles adapted to receive the bills after the bills have been

evaluated;

a transport mechanism adapted to transport the bills, one at a time, from the input

receptacle to the output receptacles along a transport path;

10
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a discriminating unit adapted to count and denominate the bills, the discriminating unit

including a detector positioned along the transport path between the input receptacle and the

output receptacles;

a processor programmed to determine whether the bills meet or fell to meet a non-piece

count related criterion, the processor being progrmmcd to cause the transport mechanism to halt

in response to a determination that a bill meets or fiuls to meet the criterion, a bill meeting or

failing to meet the criterion being termed a flagged bill, the processor being adapted to cause the

transport mechanism to halt with a flagged bill being positioned as the last biU in one of the

output recqnacles; and

wherein the discrimination unit is flmher adapted to deteimine whether a bill has a

denomination other than a target denomination, a bill having a denomination other than the taiget

denomination being termed » Stranger bill and wherein the non-piece count related criterion is

the discriminating unit determining that a bUl is a stranger bill.

180. (Amended) A currency evaluation device for receiving a stack of currency bills

and rapidly evaluating aU the bills in the stack, the device comprising:

an input receptacle adapted to receive a stack ofhills to be evaluated;

two or more output receptacles adapted to receive the bills after the bills have been

evaluated;

a transport mechanism adapted to transport the bills, one at a time, from the input

receptacle to the output receptacles along a transport path;

a discriminating unit ada^ed tt count and denominate the bills, the discriminating unit

including a detector positioned along the transport path between the input receptacle and the

output receptacles;

a processor programmed to deteimine whether the bills meet or foil to meet a non-peee

count related criterion, the processor being programmed to cause the transport mechanism to halt

in response to a determination that a bill meets or foils to meet the criterion, a bill meeting or

failing to meet the criterion being termed a flagged bill, the processor being adapted to cause the

transport mechanism to halt with a flagged bill being positioned as the last bill in one of the

output receptacles; a^d
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Wherein the discrimination unit is fiirthcr adapted to determine whether a bill is suspect, a

bill determined to be suspect being tenned a suspect bill.

181. The currency evaluation device of claim 180 wherein bills whose denomination

have been determined by the discriminating unit are delivered to a first set of one or more of the

output receptacles and wherein suspect bills are directed to a second set of one or more of the

output receptacles, the output receptacles of the second set being difTercnt from the output

receptacles of the first set.

182. (Amended) The currency evaluation device of claim 181 wherein the second set

of output receptades includes a receptacle designated as a suspect output receptacle.

183. The currency evaluation device of claim 182 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt before a suspect bill has been delivered to the suspect

output receptacle.

184. The currency evaluation device of claim 183 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt with the suspect bill being located at an identifiable location

within the transport mechanism.

185. The currency evaluation device of claim 181 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt after a suspect bill has been delivered to the suspect output

receptacle.

1 86. The currency evaluation device of claim 185 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt with the suspect bill being positioned at an identifiable

location in the suspect output receptacle.

187. The currency evaluation device of claim 186 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to hah with the suspect bill being the last bill transpCffted to the

suspect output receptacle, wherein the non-piece count criterion is a bill being suspect.

CHICAGO 2340|9vl 47171-00268
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lg9. (Amended) A cairrcncy evaluation device for receiving a stack of currency bills

and rapidly evaluating all the bills In the stack, the device comprising:

an input receptode adapted to reo^vc a stack of bills to be evaluated;

two or more output rcceptadcs adapted to receive the bills after the bills have been

evaluated;

a transport mechanism adapted to transport the bills, one at a time, from the input

receptacle to the output receptacles along a transport path;

a discriminatmg unit adapted to count and denominate the bills, the discriminating unit

induding a detector positioned along the transport path between the input receptade and the

output receptacles;

a processor programmed to determine whether the bills meet or fail to meet a non-piece

count related criterion, the processor being programmed to cause the transport mechanism to halt

in response to a determination that a bill meets or fails to meet the criterion, a bill meeting or

failing to meet the criterion being termed a flagged bill, the processor being adapted to cause the

transport mechanism to hah with a flagged bill bemg positioned as the last bill in one of the

output receptacles; and

wherein the discrimination unit is further adapted to dctwminc whether a bill has a

denomination other than a target denomination, a bill having a denomination other than the target

denomination being termed a stranger bill and wherein the criterion is a biU being a stranger bill,

and wherein the processor is adapted to cause the transport mechanism to halt with a stranger bill

as the last bill in a second set ofone or more of the output receptades.

190. (Amended) A currency evaluation device for receiving a stack of currency bills

and rapidly evaluating all the bills in the stack, the device comprising:

an input receptade adapted to receive a stack ofbills to be evaluated;

two or more output rcceptadcs adapted to receive the bills after the bills have been

evaluated;

a transport mechanism adapted to transport the bills, one at a time, from the input

receptade to the output receptades along a transport path;
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a discriminating unit adapted to count and denominate the bills, the discariminating unit

including a detector positioned along the transport path between the input receptocle and the

output receptacles; and

a processor programmed to determine whether the bills meet or fail to meet a non-piece

count related criterion, the processor being programmed to cause the transport mechanism to halt

in response to a determination that a bill meets or foils to meet the criterion, a biU meeting or

failing to meet the criterion being termed a fUgged bill, the processor being adapted to cause the

transport mechanism to halt with a flagged bill being positioned as the last bill in one of the

output receptacles; and

wherein the criterion is a bill being suspect, and wherein the processor is adapted to cause

the uansport mechanism to halt with a suspect bill as the last bill in a second set of one or more

of the output receptacles.

191. (Amended) A currency evaluation device for receiving a slack of currency bills

and rapidly evaluating all the bills in the stack, the device comprising:

an input receptacle adapted to receive a stack of bills to be evaluated;

two or more output iBceptacles adapted to receive the bills after the bills have been

evaluated;

a transport mechanism adapted to transport the bills, one at a time, from the input

receptacle to the output receptacles along a tran^rt path;

a discriminating unit adapted to count and denominate the bills, the discriminating unit

including a detector portioned along the transport path between the input receptacle and the

output receptacles;

a processor programmed to determine whether the bills meet or feil to meet a non-piece

coum related criterion, the processor being programmed to cause the transport mechanism to hah

in response to a determination that a bill meets or foils to meet the criterion, a bill meeting or

failing to meet the criterion being termed a flagged bill, the processor being adapted to cause the

transport mechanism to halt with a flagged bill being positioned as the last bill in one of the

output receptacles; and

14
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wherein a bill failing to have its denomination determined by the discriminating unit

being termed a no call bill, and wherein the discriminating unit is fiirthcr adapted to determine

whether a bill is suspect.

192. The currency evaluation device of claim 191 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to hah when a bill is determined to be suspect by the

discriminating unit, a bill determined to be suspect by the discriminating unit being termed a

suspect bill.

193. The currency evaluation device of claim 192 wherein bills whose denomination

have been determined by the discriminating unit and suspect bills are delivered to a first set of

one or more of the output receptocles and v^min no call bills are delivered to a second set of

one or more of the output receptacles, the output receptacles of the second set being difiFcrcnt

from the output receptacles ofthe first set.

194. (Amended) The currency evaluation device of claim 193 wherein the second set

ofoutput receptacles consists ofa single output receptacle.

195. The currency evaluation device of claim 193 wherein the discrimination unit is

fiirther adapted to determine whether a bill has a denomination other than a target denomination,

a bill having a denomination other than the target denomination being tenowd a stranger bill and

wherein the discriminating unit further is adapted to determine whether bills arc stranger bills,

and wherein stranger bills are delivered to an output receptacle ofthe second set.

196. The currency evaluation device of claim 195 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt after a no call bill or a stranger bill has been delivered to

an output receptacle of the second set.

197. The currency evaluation device of claim 196 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt with the no call bill or the stranger bill being the last bill

transported to an output receptacle ofthe second set.

IS
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19g. The currency evaluation device of claim 195 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism not to halt after a no call bill or a Stranger bill has been deUvcrcd

to an output receptacle ofthe second set.

199. The cuiTcncy evaluation device of claim 198 wherein the processor is adapted to

cause the transport mechanism to halt after a suspect bill has been delivered to an output

receptacle of the first set.

200. The currency evaluation device of cl«m 191 wherein bills whose denomination

have been determined by the discriminating unit are delivered to a first set of one or more of the

output receptacles and wherein no call bills arc delivered to a second set of one or more of the

output receptocles. the output receptacles of the second set being diflferent from the output

receptacles of the first set.
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